The year was 1987. The Food and Drug Administration approved the anti-AIDS drug AZT. Iconic films were released such as *Wall Street* and *Dirty Dancing*. *The Simpsons* were first seen on TV. On October 19th, Black Monday hit and the US stock market dropped by 22.6% in one day. Acid wash jeans and big hair were all the rage. Here on campus, Gymnastic Gold Medalist Bart Connor filmed a commercial in Wilson Hall and construction of new on-campus housing began. The class of 1987 prepared to graduate and begin life beyond Monmouth College. We might look older but we feel the same, probably because we have great memories of all the good times at Monmouth: formals in Wilson Hall, the dorms (each with a personality of its own), singing along with LaBamba & The Hubcaps on the dorm quad, “enjoying” meals in the Dining Hall, big hair that morphed from the mullet to the Farrah look, cheering for our teams in the Gym or on the fields, hours spent in the College Center working on activities, partying at events like the Liar Dance Party, Casino Day, Greek Week, Spring Weekend, many other hours spent in classrooms and, finally, in the Placement Building when the reality of graduation hit!

This June 2nd, gather a group of your fellow graduates to celebrate your 25th reunion with drinks and dinner in Wilson Hall. Visit [www.monmouth.edu/alumni](http://www.monmouth.edu/alumni) for specifics on the reunion!

Share your favorite Monmouth memory on Facebook.

Register and pay online by May 24.